VIRTUAL IBE LEVEL III TRAINING

In this current time of social distancing when we are to keep groups to 10 people or less, it doesn’t mean we can’t continue to learn. In 2019, Polyguard opened our Ennis, TX Training Center with great fanfare and success. Hundreds of people from around the country have come to experience the best hands-on training in the country.

In our commitment to continue that success during this time of social distancing, Polyguard has developed a Virtual IBE (Integrated Building Envelope) Level III Training. Participants will be included in a web conference meeting where our experienced trainers will broadcast live from our Training Center to individual locations across the country, all at the same time.

What has made the in-person Polyguard IBE Level III Training so successful is the focus on the hands-on installation experience. To get a bit of the experience without traveling to Ennis, TX, each group of people in our virtual training will receive a Virtual IBE Level III Training Kit in advance of the session. This unique training kit contains pre-cut components of the system being studied, which can be applied onto a mock-up constructed by the very Polyguard box that it is shipped in. This virtual classroom will create the opportunity for the attendees of this IBE Level III Training to install the systems and ask questions of the trainers while the group participates with the trainer assembling the mini mockup; all of which will be occurring in real-time while attendees interact with questions and answers from the trainers.

Polyguard is offering 3 mini-modules of the Virtual Level III Training which includes:
- Pre-Applied Waterproofing; available in April
- Balcony Deck Waterproofing; available in May
- Sheet-Applied Air Barrier; available in June

These sessions can be scheduled for firms at multiple locations and for local chapters of trade organizations. Please reach out to your local Polyguard Representative to reserve your spot. (https://polyguardproducts.com/architectural/field-resources) or email us at archtech@polyguard.com